Company profile

For 20 years, ewo has been bringing light to a variety of places: picturesque walking trails,
urban gathering points, streets, buildings, cultural venues, and airports, in addition to other
transportrelated and industrial settings. For us, know-how means harnessing the current
state of technology in order to create custom-tailored solutions. At our facility in South Tyrol,
we develop and craft high-quality products for distributing, controlling, and limiting
illumination in public spaces. Our innovations revolve around a modular LED lighting unit.
It is the global starting point for precise and sustainable lighting scenarios of any scale.
We bring passionate curiosity to each and every individual challenge, whether specific lighting
effects, special requirements regarding design, color and material of the luminaires, fragile
or extreme settings, or explicit technical requirements. We also place great importance on
cultural and artistic issues as well as on experimental interaction with architecture, art, and
design. ewo is a family business. We value clear communication—not only with each other,
but also with our clients, project partners, and suppliers. Our solutions emerge out of an
environment of mutual exchange and a creative and open mindset—these innovations have
turned us, together with our products, into a pioneering force in the industry.

ewo Facts
Flora Kröss and Ernst Wohlgemuth founded ewo in 1996, developing it out of a metal factory
in Sarnthein/Sarentino.
Products and solutions from the South Tyrol company are used in the following areas:
–
–
–
–

Airports and Logistics: High-performance high pole systems for large areas
Public Space: Customized light in urban areas
Architecture and the Arts: Configurable systems within the constructed context
Roads and Transit: Precise, need-oriented solutions for safe mobility

ewoLAB initiates projects with artists, designers and architects and, in so doing, addresses
the resource of light on a variety of different levels.
Headquarters: Kurtatsch/Cortaccia in the Bolzano area, South Tyrol (Italy);
offices in Austria, Germany and Denmark; other European and international partners.
Number of Employees: > 80
Management: Flora Kröss, Ernst Wohlgemuth

